Web graph is the most popular model of real web fragments used in Web science. The study of communities in the web graph contributes to a better understanding of the organization of the web fragment and the processes taking place in it. Communities of the web-graph fragments of the real Web are often poorly differentiated and more difficult meaningful interpretation. It is proposed to select in the web graph a communication graph containing only those vertices (and arcs between them) that have counter arcs, and already in it to investigate the problem of splitting into communities. By analogy with social studies, the ties implemented through the edges in the communication graph are proposed to be called "strong" and all others "weak". Thematic communities with meaningful interpretation are built on strong ties. At the same time, weak ties facilitate communication between sites that do not have common features in the sphere of activity, geography, subordination, etc., and basically keep the web fragments connected even in the absence of strong ties. Experiments carried out for a fragment of the academic Web of Russia show the possibility of meaningful interpretation of the results and the prospects of this approach.
Introduction
The study of graphs of the real (and virtual) world is an important task in many fields, such as biology, sociology, social networks, webometrics, and many others, because they allow you to understand the structure of objects and analyze their properties. It has long been known that University and academic fragments of the Web both in Russia and other countries [1] [2] [3] have quite specific properties characterizing their structure. In particular, the corresponding web graph has a large strongly connected component (SCC) and a significant number of "hanging" sites (having either only links made from them, or, more rarely, links made only to them). SCC itself is an interesting object of research, allowing to establish, for example, the presence or absence of the property of the "small world" [4] , which, however, does little to explain the processes of hyperlinks between sites fragments of the Web. In this sense, much more food for thought is provided by structural elements of the graph, such as site communities, when more links are made "within" communities than between communities. But again, attempts to partition the vertices that make up the maximum connectivity component of a web graph into communities lead to difficult to interpret results. The main idea considered in this work is to build a "hard framework" for a fragment of the Web, leaving only those sites that have counter hyperlinks, and already on this "framework" to check the properties of the partition into communities (such a framework will be called a communication graph). And already further by means of known algorithms the question of structure of communities of tops, the communication graph and the "weak" web graph from which the communication graph is removed is investigated. As a real object of research, the scientific and educational fragment of the Web is taken, for which a meaningful interpretation of the results is given.
Basic Concepts, Methods and Tools
The target set of sites is specified by a direct enumeration of their domain names, and as a result of scanning, all the hyperlinks linking them are found. In the case where sites belong to one type of activity, such a set is called thematic. Accordingly, a (thematic) fragment of the Web is a target set of sites and a set of hyperlinks linking them [3] . A web graph of Web fragment is a directed graph without loops and multiple arcs, whose vertex set is represented by the target site set, and whose arc set is constructed as follows: two vertices are connected by an arc if there is at least one hyperlink linking the corresponding sites.
A community (cluster, module, group) of a graph can be informally defined as a set of vertices with more arcs between them than with the other vertices of the graph [5] .
More strictly, the partition of a graph into communities can be defined through the notion of modularity. Modularity is a property of a graph and some subdivision of it into subgraphs (community modules). The modularity measure shows how qualitative a given partition is in the sense that there are many arcs lying inside subgraphscommunities and few arcs lying outside subgraphs (connecting communities together).
The modularity measure Q can be given by the following formula [5]:
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Here m is the number of arcs in the graph; Aij is the element of the adjacency matrix of a graph; ki, kj is the degree of the respective nodes; δ(ci, cj) is Kronecker's symbol calculated by the formula:
Accordingly, the best partition into communities is considered to be the partition on which the maximum Q is achieved.
BeeCrawler [6] and external hyperlink databases [7] were used for data collection and analysis. The open-source graph visualization platform Gephi [8] was used for the study of web graphs, which, among many, implemented programs for calculating the modularity coefficient and searching for communities in the graph using the algorithms proposed in [9] .
Fragment of the Scientific and Educational Web of Russia
The initial target set of sites of a fragment of the scientific and educational Web of Russia dates from the end of 2017, that is, after the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences and the Russian Academy of Agricultural Sciences (RAAS) joined the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS), but in the process of creating enlarged structures such as federal research centers, as well as enlarging universities. Such a "footprint" allows us to expect on the fact that a fragment of the Web contains fairly stable links between sites that have been formed over the past few years. The initial target set contains 867 objects (it is websites of 279 universities and 588 research institutions). Scientific institutions are understood as organizations of the RAS from the level of institutes to regional scientific centers and boards of the RAS. Website of the RAS itself (www.ras.ru) in the target set is not included, because it is a powerful communicator, significantly distorting the common picture. Further, for the sake of brevity, we will call scientific institutions "institutes".
Scanning all 867 sites allows you to get about 20,000 hyperlinks made between these sites, including multiple links. Replace multiple links to single arcs and get a web graph containing 867 vertices and 5030 arcs. A test for connectivity and strong connectivity shows the presence of 73 isolated vertices and 236 hanging (36 vertices do not have incoming arcs and 200 (!) -outgoing). In terms of content, we note that 73 isolated vertices in the vast majority relate to the sites of institutes that were previously part of the RAAS.
The only SCC contains 534 vertices and 4026 arcs. A web graph equal to the maximum SCC has a diameter equal to 10 and a modularity coefficient of 0.398 [10] , and is divided into 7 communities containing 40 to 139 vertices. The modularity coefficient indicates a low tendency of sites to organize into communities: the values of Q belong to the segment [-1, 1], and clustering is considered "good" somewhere when Q is greater than 0.6.
However, one of the communities built has a good meaningful explanation. It includes 40 vertices corresponding to 4 university sites and 36 institute sites, and a total of 97 arcs (which on average is significantly less than in the SCC web graph Give comments:
* Krasnoyarsk scientific center for the period of the study managed to become a Federal research center, which includes 2 agricultural institutes; * Kemerovo Institute of technology of food industry is close to agriculture; * Kuban state technological university has close ties with agricultural institutes of Kuban;
* Voronezh state forestry university has a hyperlink on its website to the website of the Central scientific agricultural library (which falls under the term "institutes»); * St. Petersburg mining university has on its website a hyperlink to the website of the All-Russian Institute of plant genetic resources named after N.I. Vavilov, where there is a section of the journal "Agro-industrial complex", issued by the University library.
Apart from the last two cases, we can say that this community has a pronounced agro-industrial theme.
The Communication Graph of the Web Graph
Newman and coauthors, when solving the problem of splitting a graph into communities, avoid graph orientation when dealing with web graphs. Quoting from [10, p. 026113-5]: "…Some networks are directed, i.e., their edges run in one direction only. The world wide web is an example; links in the web point in one direction only from one web page to another. … However, we have found that in many cases it is better to ignore the directed nature of a network in calculating community structure. Often an edge acts simply as an indication of a connection between two nodes, and its direction is unimportant…". And if direction (orientation) matters? -Let's look at fig. 1 , which shows agro-industrial community. There are questions. Can the website vniiz.org (All-Russian research institute of grain and products of its processing) consider a full member of the community when it does not have hyperlinks to other sites? Can the website spmi.ru (St. Petersburg mining university) consider a member of a community when there are no links to it from other members?
The term "community" (Gemeinschaft) originated in German sociology at the end of the XIX century and implies the joint activity of its participants with common goals [11] , and in this context the answer to the formulated questions should be negative. Therefore, we will further consider an undirected graph, which by construction implies "joint activity", namely, counter hyperlinks.
A communication graph of a web graph is an undirected graph that has the same set of vertices as the web graph, and the set of edges is constructed according to the following rule: an edge (i, j) belongs to the set of edges of a communication graph if and only if in the web graph there exist arcs (i, j) and (j, i). A communication graph constructed in this way can have several connected components and / or isolated vertices. In this case, we exclude isolated vertices (since they do not affect connectivity), and then study the connected components individually, starting with the maximum.
The communication graph of the web graph of the scientific and educational Web contains 313 vertices and 468 edges (Fig. 2) . Members of any communication graph community are present in the web graph by construction. However, it is not necessary that all members from the same communication graph community belong to the same web graph community. The reverse is not true: the sites participating in the agro-industrial community of the web graph are completely absent from the communication graph. Now remove all pairs of counter arcs corresponding to the edges of the communication graph from the SCC web graph. The resulting "weak" web graph is large enough -528 vertices and 3090 arcs, but has a low modularity coefficient of 0.356 and is broken up by 8 communities that do not have a convincing meaningful interpretation.
Find the maximum SCC of the "weak" web graph, remove all vertices not included in the SCC and get the SCC "weak" web graph with 461 vertices and 2744 arcs. Again, the modularity coefficient remains low.
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Discussion of Results. Strong and Weak Ties
More than 45 years ago, Granovetter [12] proposed the concept of the strength of social ties. All connections are divided into two categories, strong and weak, in order to formalize interpersonal relationships based on the duration and frequency of contacts. For example, a strong connection is inherent in friends, and a weak one is inherent in neighbors. Let's try to use the concept of communication strength as an analogy for sites, although it is initially clear that the analogy is far from complete, since Granovetter believes that the connections are symmetrical. Take a pair of vertices i, j of a directed graph. If there are arcs (i, j) and (j, i) in the graph, then we will talk about a strong connection of vertices i, j.
If for vertices i, j there is only one of the arcs (i, j) or (j, i), then we will talk about a weak connection between vertices i and j.
Let's look at the dynamics of changes in the proportion of institutes and universities in the considered graphs, for which we will summarize the data in Table 1 . The initial scientific and educational web graph like the SCC web graph contain strong and weak arcs, the communication graph lacks weak arcs, and the" weak "web graph and the SCC "weak" web graph lack strong arcs. From Table 1 it can be seen that the institutes/universities ratio is practically the same for all graphs having weak or strong and weak arcs, but changes dramatically for a graph containing only strong arcs. It can be concluded that strong ties are more inherent in institutions than universities.
In [12, p. 1362 ] it is noted that " ... the stronger the ties the more similar individuals are to each other in different aspects". This is confirmed in the case of the communication graph of the scientific and educational Web. We can say that strong connections contribute to the emergence of sustainable thematically "similar" communities. Although there are few such communities, only 4 out of 13, they have a clear meaningful interpretation.
However, if the communication graph is "built up" to the SCC web graph (and even more so, to the initial web graph), it turns out that none of the four communities of the communication graph not only was not the basis for communities in web graphs, but even their members were in different communities. It seems that the weak links lead to the erosion of communities.
Recall that in the SCC web graph we found an " agro-industrial" community, and in the initial web graph we found 73 isolated vertices also related to agricultural institutes. By linking these two results, the following explanation for this exception can be offered. The websites of the former RAAS simply did not have time to establish links with other sites of the target set. Therefore, those RAAS sites that were somehow connected to each other had few links "outside" and organized a community, and the rest remained isolated.
What is the role of weak links? According to Granovetter, weak connections can be characterized as a system of irregular contacts that do not cover the friends of an individual, but connect him with members of other closely related groups in which he does not belong. From this it follows that an individual can establish relationships with people from a large number of mutually disjoint groups, while not being a member of each of them.
In this sense, weak connections play the role of "bridges" in the graph. Recall that a bridge is an edge of a (undirected) graph whose removal increases the number of connectivity components [13] . Granovetter in [12] says that strong ties are almost never bridges, and as a rule, weak bonds are bridges. In our case, indirect confirmation of this fact is the diameter and average path length, which are almost the same in the SCC "weak" web graph, SCC web graph and communication graph (Table 1) . That is, the removal of strong ties has almost no effect on the diameter of the graphs, which means that the arcs corresponding to them are often not bridges.
Hence the conclusion that the weak ties of the fragment of the Web serve to establish contacts of sites from disjoint groups, which is very important in the sense of obtaining new information that does not lie in the circle of interests of this group.
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